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 Art. No. 44400-3412  Art. No. 44400-3413 

 LENGTH   WIDTH   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

136 41.5 55-70 S-BEND WK 3.5 
139 42 65-85
142 42.5 >80

 LENGTH   WIDTH   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

134 40 55-70 S-BEND FS 4.6 
137 41 65-85
140 42 >80

— ABSORPTION FLEX TIPS
— QUATTRO-V BOTTOM
— THE TRACK SYSTEM
— TEXTREME CARBON
— TORSION FLEX
— NORTH HARD FLEX

The Gambler has been in the line up for a 
few years now, every year the design team 
and our riders work together to improve 
the way the Gambler rides. Demanding 
riders like Tom Court and Craig Cunning-
ham use the Gambler on rails both with a 
kite and at the cable. It’s the perfect board 
for wakestyle riding, smooth, easy to use 
and the rocker and flex work in harmony 
with the outline in the tips to offer easy 
landings no matter how hard you ride. The 
deep rails combine with the Wake bottom 
to offer unsurpassed grip, allowing you to 
ride the Gambler without the 3.5 cm fins 
provided, if you choose to. We built the 
Gambler to be tough, so it can handle the 
abuse demanding wakestyle riders throw 
at it. Featuring our Slick Base construction, 
kickers and sliders are what the Gambler 
lives for. 
Don’t gamble on performance, ride the 
Gambler and be the best…

The TeamSeries is our flagship board for 
the most demanding freestyle and wake-
style riders out there. Used by Mario, Stefan 
and Reno on the PKRA World Tour it is the 
ultimate board for the best riders on the 
planet. This year the board has been made 
even more robust to meet the demanding 
needs of the best riders. The TeamSeries is 
now stiffer offering unrivalled pop; the tor-
sional stiffness of the board has also been 
increased to offer even more control and 
response. The soft tips have been stiffened 
up a little more than in previous years. They 
still offer comfortable landings, but even 
more control at the critical point of impact, 
increasing the chances of you landing the 
trick. The Quattro V bottom shape ensures 
you have plenty of grip in the water and 
helps to break surface tension when landing 
powered and fast. Of course the TeamSeries 
is also light, ensuring you can concentrate 
on your moves and not worry about the 
board on your feet.
If you want to be the best rider in the world, 
you need the best board under your feet. 
The TeamSeries is that board.

— Designed for boots

— Large rocker

— Slick base construction

— Carbon beam construction  
with Wake bottom

— Best pop in the range

— Massive grip

— Smooth landings

— Flex carbon construction

— ABSORPTION FLEX TIPS
— QUATTRO-V BOTTOM
— CARBON BEAM
— THE TRACK SYSTEM
— TORSION FLEX
— NORTH HARD FLEX

8180 BOARDS
TWIN TIPS

WAKESTYLE  WAKESTYLE  FREESTYLE



 Art. No. 44400-3418  Art. No. 44400-3411 — ABSORPTION FLEX TIPS
— MONO CONCAVE BOTTOM
— THE TRACK SYSTEM
— TORSION FLEX
— NORTH SOFT FLEX

— THE TRACK
— ABSORPTION FLEX TIPS
— CARBON BEAM
— DOUBLE-V BOTTOM
— TORSION FLEX
— NORTH MEDIUM FLEX

The Jaime is in a class of its own, it’s been 
the pro model for Jaime Herraiz for 9 years! 
Over that time the board has been tweaked 
and developed, but has always retained the 
core focus, to be one of the best boards for 
Jaime, himself, to ride. The board uses the 
same Sandwich Construction that revoluti-
onised the kiteboarding industry all those 
years ago and now features a Carbon Beam 
to improve the torsional stiffness and flex. 
All of our construction knowledge is put into 
ensuring the Jaime is one of the best-manu-
factured boards around. Freestyle, freeride, 
carving, the Jaime excels at it all whilst still 
retaining a comfortable ride that will sur-
prise many kiters. The team at North have 
refined the test-winning concept from 2012 
to create the best Jaime yet. The harder you 
ride the board, the faster and higher it goes. 
The Jaime has a progressive flex and Double 
V bottom that makes jumping easy and for 
a board with so much performance it is very 
forgiving. Take it out for a chilled cruise, or 
fire it up for some high wind mega loops it 
won’t disappoint. If it is good enough for 
Jaime, it is good enough for you!

The Soleil utilises a completely new const-
ruction and design for this year. The board 
echoes the trend among riders looking 
for boards with more length. The longer 
length offers more rocker, making the 
board more comfortable through chop yet 
still offering early planing. The Soleil is very 
responsive with a smooth flex characteris-
tic that has been developed especially for 
girls. It has plenty of grip and rides upwind 
fantastically and carves from rail to rail 
really well. There are a growing number of 
girls getting into kitesurfing and the Soleil 
offers them the perfect freeride machine. It 
was one of the first boards for girls on the 
market and something that North Kite-
boarding has been championing for some 
time. It comes with the NTT footstrap and 
pad system in a small/medium size for girls 
with smaller feet. 
Don’t ride a board designed for men, ride 
the Soleil and enjoy a board designed by 
girls for girls …

— Great pop – smooth ride

— Most versatile board

— Light construction

— Carbon beam

— Exclusively designed for girls 
by girls

— Perfect control

— Smooth ride

— Specific flex and outline for girls

 LENGTH   WIDTH   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

130 39 50-65 S-BEND FS 4.6 
133 40 60-75 S-BEND FS 4.6
136 41 70-85 S-BEND FS 4.6
139 42 >80 S-BEND FS 5.0

 LENGTH   WIDTH   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

128 37 <60 S-BEND FS 4.6 
132 38 55-70
136 39 65-80

8382 BOARDS
TWIN TIPS

 FREESTYLE  FREERIDE FREERIDE



 Art. No. 44400-3415  Art. No. 44400-3410 — ABSORPTION FLEX TIPS
— MONO CONCAVE BOTTOM
— THE TRACK SYSTEM
— TORSION FLEX
— NORTH MEDIUM FLEX

— ABSORPTION FLEX TIPS
— MONO CONCAVE BOTTOM
— THE TRACK SYSTEM
— TEXTREME CARBON
— TORSION FLEX
— NORTH MEDIUM FLEX

The Select has a completely new design 
concept and construction for this year. The 
outline has been straightened the tips have 
been made wider, this gives the board a 
much larger surface area, which improves 
it’s early planing and makes the board faster. 
The larger sizes of the Select are perfect 
for heavier riders and allow them to get up 
and riding in light winds. While the tips have 
been made wider, they have also been roun-
ded to ensure a smooth ride through chop 
and aid the carving characteristics. The flex 
has been tuned to give the board an even 
more comfortable feeling through chop and 
give the board fantastic pop. It has a lively 
crisp feel underfoot and is very responsive 
to rider input. Jumping on the Select is fan-
tastic; the flex works with the rider to ensure 
you get good pop every time. The board 
offers excellent grip and rides extremely fast 
when powered, but is still forgiving allowing 
you to improve as a rider. This is the 5th ge-
neration of Textreme Carbon boards and we 
have managed to create the lightest, most 
responsive Select to date. The Select is the 
most technologically advanced kiteboard 
out there, ride it and feel the difference you 
have been missing!

The X-Ride has been the best selling board 
in the range for some time now, and with 
good reason. It is the most versatile board in 
our range, offering the perfect ride for what-
ever you want to do on the water. This year 
it has been completely redesigned and uses 
a totally new construction. In recent years 
boards have been getting longer and longer, 
the new X-Ride can be ridden 3cm longer 
than you would normally chose. The extra 
length results in more rocker and a straighter 
outline which gives the rider vastly improved 
ride quality and early planing characteris-
tics. They also have more grip in the water 
and better control in choppy conditions. 
This new shape and length combine with 
the specially designed freeride fins to give 
you unsurpassed upwind performance and 
grip. Whether you are into freeriding, big air, 
freestyle or smashing waves the X-Ride will 
deliver. Being so good at carving makes it 
especially fun in the waves and lots of riders 
enjoy playing in the surf on the X-Ride. 
The X-Ride is the ultimate all round kite-
board, happy doing whatever you decide 
to do. Waves, freestyle, freeride, choose the 
X-Ride and ride the way you want, when you 
want.

— Most comfortable board

— Best carving abilities

— Massive fin and edge grip

— Very versatile 

— Fastest board in the range

— Very comfortable control

— Early Planing

— Textreme Carbon

 LENGTH   WIDTH   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

132 39 55-75 S-BEND FR 4.9 
135 40 70-85 S-BEND FR 5.3
138 41 75-95 S-BEND FR 5.3
141 42 >85 S-BEND FR 5.3

 LENGTH   WIDTH   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

132 39 55-75 S-BEND FS 5.0 
135 40 70-85
138 41 75-90
141 42 >85

8584 BOARDS
TWIN TIPS

FREERIDE FREERIDE  WAVE



 Art. No. 44400-3419 — MONO CONCAVE BOTTOM
— NORTH SOFT FLEX

— Easiest board in the range to ride

— Comfortable

— Great upwind performance

— Super forgiving

The Gonzales is designed for those riders 
who want an easy ride. If you want a freeride 
board that works for you and makes you 
look good on the water the Gonzales is it. 
There are 5 sizes in the range to suit every 
riders needs, whether you are just starting 
out after some lessons, or more experienced 
riders enjoying their first jumps and tricks. 
The Gonzales carves like a dream, the outline 
has been designed to make it easy to switch 
from rail to rail, perfect for toeside and 
heelside carves. The Gonzales is the ultimate 
easy to use freeride machine and is very 
smooth and comfortable through choppy 
water. 
Get on board the Gonzales and boost your 
kitesurfing skills!

 LENGTH   WIDTH   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

130 38 50-65 S-BEND FR 4.9 
134 40 60-75 S-BEND FR 4.9
138 41.5 70-85 S-BEND FR 5.3
142 42 >75 S-BEND FR 5.3
151 42 >75 S-BEND FR 5.3

8786 BOARDS
TWIN TIPS

 FREERIDE



 LENGTH   WIDTH   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

141 44.5 >65 S-BEND FS 5.0 
153 46.5 >70
163 46.5 >75

 Art. No. 44400-3417  Art. No. 44400-3416 — ABSORPTION FLEX TIPS
— MONO CONCAVE BOTTOM
— THE TRACK SYSTEM
— TEXTREME CARBON
— TORSION FLEX
— NORTH HARD FLEX

— ABSORPTION FLEX TIPS
— MONO CONCAVE BOTTOM
— THE TRACK SYSTEM
— TORSION FLEX
— NORTH HARD FLEX

The Spike is perfect for those days when 
you arrive at the beach and wind isn’t quite 
playing ball. Using a unique shape concept 
the Spike combines a large surface area, 
and flat rocker, with an asymmetrical con-
cave and straight centre section. This gives 
the board unbelievable upwind abilities 
and gets it up and going in light winds 
while others are left on the beach. 
The 163 offers the best upwind and low 
end performance in the range, it is also 
very easy to ride. The 153 has slightly less 
low end, but still gets going very early. 
Underfoot it feels much smaller than it is, 
so it is perfect for light wind freestyle and 
freeride tricks. The smallest board in the 
range, the 141, is tuned to be more of a 
light wind freestyle machine, it works really 
well in gusty conditions and is popular 
among riders who ride inland on lakes.
If you want to make every session count, 
no matter how light the wind is, you need 
the Spike in your collection.

The Spike Textreme is the ultimate weapon 
for the kiter looking for the ultimate light 
wind performance. The board takes all the 
characteristics of the Spike and uses the 
Textreme Carbon construction techniques 
that North Kiteboarding have perfected 
over the last 5 years to make the most 
responsive and agile light wind board on 
the market. Ride the Spike Textreme and 
close your eyes and you will think you 
are on a normal sized twin tip. The board 
is 20% lighter than the standard version 
and feels infinitely more agile under your 
feet, giving the rider plenty of feedback. 
The Spike Textreme has some unique flex 
characteristics that allow it to plane early, 
but also to deliver an impressive amount of 
pop, making it very fun to ride. Upwind the 
board will amaze you and it will always be 
the first board on the water.
The Spike Textreme utilises the most ad-
vanced construction techniques combined 
with our design expertise to create the 
most technologically superior light wind 
twin tip on the market.

 LENGTH   WIDTH   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

153 46.5 >70 S-BEND FS 5.0

8988 BOARDS
TWIN TIPS

T E X T R EME

 FREERIDE  LIGHTWIND  HIGH PERFORMANCE FREERIDE  LIGHTWIND

— Light wind weapon

— Super early planing

— Fantastic upwind performance

— Ultimate light wind weapon

— Earliest planing in the range

— Fantastic upwind performance

— Textreme Carbon construction


